
LUCÍA VALLEJO - And the veins run… 

The world is just a sinister play. [Schopenhauer] 

Therefore every work of art truly tends to show us life and things as they are in reality, but 

also as no one can grasp them… This is the veil that art tears. [Schopenhauer] 

 

The veins curled in rutted furrows, spreading through the rooms, staircase of the Casa-Museu 

Medeiros e Almeida. Tamed by Lucía Vallejo, they sputtered and still, defying causality. They are 

pulsatile, vibrate in a double movement of systole and diastole. The flesh is detached, moved 

away and the soul of the house can be understood, hidden in its baroque sublimity.  

Lucía Vallejo's works have been flowing in Portugal since 2018, starting the collaboration in 2017, 

when the exhibition Memento Mori took place at the Fundación Tabacalera, Madrid, through the 

text hence written, under the title: Memento [mori] and auric reason - mummified figures laugh. 

There was a mock archive where the light was silent (like the title of Carlos Reygadas' 2007 film). 

The figures stabilized the drastic feelings. In the spring of the following year, her intervention 

spread through the nine rooms of the Palace of Arts (Largo de São Domingos, Porto), in a project 

conceived under the auspices of Splendor et annuntiatio: in the palace there is silence. In the old 

convent, the mummies and their entourage stimulated fantasies and cultural remitologizations. 

This year 2019, a new dialogue was established in Madrid, on the occasion of the curatorship 

Eternidad. Images for you always? Lucía Vallejo has progressively appropriated, circling with her 

sculptures Women in Silence, the three floors of the Museo Lázaro Galdiano. She set up a route 

for visitors, summoning the participant itinerary in Dante's Divine Comedy: between Hell and 

Heaven, Paradise was reached, marked by emblematic works by the Collector of Madrid. On the 

other hand, and again in Portugal, a significant drawing of the artist, which foresaw the theme of 

And the Veins run, was part of the collective exhibition Studiolo XXI: drawing and affinities in the 

Inquisition Palace - Eugénio de Almeida Fundation Art and Culture Center, Evora. Lucía Vallejo's 

works flow, sprout in Portuguese territory, now metaphorized in the running veins, spreading to 

unveil the soul of Lisbon's Casa Medeiros e Almeida Museum. In January 2020, the veins are 

expected to rise to the Carrancas Palace in Porto, the current Soares dos Reis National Museum. 

In a certain approach, also in this House-Museum a path is addressed, aligned in resilient mode, 

unfurling the interstitials, the corners and the plains of the rooms. The plurality and excellence of 

the pieces in the Collections Medeiros e Almeida stimulated the imagination of the artist who 

wanted to celebrate the tenacity, the conviction that interrogates any visitor. The veins pulse the 

personality of the Collectors, testify to the sap of humanity. In the course of the rooms, the 

geographical and chronological dialogues follow one another, demonstrating how much in all 

people the blood nourishes the demand for knowledge embodied in objects of an aesthetic world. 

The veins wither and germinate viscera, contract, wrinkle and land in the sea where the rugs 

extend. Resilient, the sap erupts and subsists, enticing the marble and the carpets, interjecting 

the porcelain and quieting, peering at the clocks. In a way, the density and thickness of the veins, 

the exacerbated volumes of the viscera harmonize the horror vacuii and the silence - concealed 

in excess. For the coexistence of aesthetic tastes, evident in the lavishness of the collections, is 

balanced by the tenacity and renunciation, between Eros and Thanatos, finally. The effabulation 

of the veins crosses the Art, unveiling the scenography of Life. The veins embodying the soul of 

the house indicate how art can redeem the tragedy of existence, paraphrasing Schopenhauer. 
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